
 

 

Terms and Conditions 

of Hosted Buyers - SlavicB2B 
   

1. The Hosted Buyers - SlavicB2B programme is organised and managed by Targi Kielce S.A. 

(hereinafter referred to as the Organiser).  

2. As part of the SlavicB2B meetings, the Organiser undertakes the obligation to provide the possibility of 

holding meetings with business partners that correspond to the SlavicB2B meetings profile as 

specified in the expo registrations form.  

3. The Hosted Buyers programme participant is obliged to hold a minimum of 20 F2F meetings on 

24-25.06.2025 according to the list prepared by Organiser. 

4. Benefits for participants: 

a. Hosted Buyers - SlavicB2B includes scheme includes: airport-hotel-airport shuttle bus on 23.06 

and 25.06 services, accommodation with breakfast at the ****  Hotel arranged by the Organiser for 

2 nights, catering available during the SlavicB2Beauty (coffee & refreshments - 2 days, lunches - 2 

days), business dinner - 1 day, interpreter's assistance, the organisation team's support, access to 

the list of producers representing cosmetics and pharmaceutical industries, matchmaking 

meetings with selected producers, access to the online platform which contains producers' data. 

5. Registration in the Hosted Buyers SlavicB2B programme.  

6. Applicants are asked to complete the attached Merchant Card.  

7. Your Merchant Card submission does not signify automatic qualification for the programme. 

8. The Organiser reserves the right to confirm or reject any registration without the need to justify the 

Organiser's decision in this respect. 

9. In the event of failure to comply with the Terms and Conditions for reasons attributable to the 

person/entity qualified as a hosted buyer (e.g. a failure to notify about participation resignation, failure 

to participate in meetings they have been appointed for), the hosted buyer is obliged to reimburse the 

costs incurred by the Organizer. 

10.  A higher standard room and all extras on top of the offer should be agreed directly with the hotel staff;  

all payable against the hotel price list.  

 

* 3 nights in case of visiting factories 

 


